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HOPE RISES AS GUINNESS COUNTS DOWN

LAYA HEALTHCARE REIMAGINES OOH

GET YOUR GAME FACE ON WITH AER LINGUS

GILLETTE SHOWS ITS BEST SIDE
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GET YOUR GAME FACE ON WITH AER LINGUS
For the opening game of Ireland’s Six Nations campaign, Aer Lingus activated an experiential augmented reality fuelled OOH fan
experience that added fun and engaged matchgoers in the vicinity of the stadium.
Bringing home advantage to the game, an AR interactive screen outside the Aviva posed as a photo booth which allowed fans to take
a virtual photo with a group of Irish rugby players. The rugby players included Johnny Sexton, Conor Murray, Robbie Henshaw and Rob
Kearney.
Pre-recorded footage of the players was incorporated into the live action screen. The AR technology then overlaid the players and placed
them alongside fans as if they were posing for a photo.
Aer Lingus branded woolly hats were also handed out to fans as they made their way past the activation and on to the stadium with many
fans wearing the branded hats for their player picture.
Output from the activation included amplification on social media with many fans sharing their photos online and Aer Lingus producing a
highlights reel from the opening game to push on its social media networks.
According to Pat Cassidy, head of digital, innovation and technology, PML Group: “With this activation for Aer Lingus, we combined both
the physical and digital world to create an immersive fan experience for match goers. It was a huge success on the day and capitalised on
Aer Lingus connection with Irish rugby.”
To date the video of the activation has received over 400,000 views across social media platforms. Click on the icon to see the video.
Media: Carat - Creative: Rothco - AR Activation: Hedgehogs vs Foxes

- OOH Agency: PML
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HOPE RISES IN DYNAMIC
COUNTDOWN TO GUINNESS SIX
NATIONS
Guinness is marking the Guinness Six Nations championship with a Dynamic DOOH campaign that celebrates the
brand’s status as title partner and official beer of the tournament.
The Diageo stout brand’s campaign deploys dynamic content via our Liveposter platform that counts down to the
Ireland games and displays specific match fixture copy on the days of the matches.
Contextual messaging counts down with the tagline ‘Time to Settle This’ while match fixture copy features ‘Settle
Old Scores’ with the two teams competing underneath. Digital screens in roadside, leisure and retail environments
seamlessly alternate between the dynamic pieces of copy, capturing the attention of fans.
A combination of digital and classic formats provides both expansive reach and engagement for the IOI campaign.
Locomizer was used to analyse location hotspots for affinity group ‘Drinks Out’ for targeted planning across the
country.
Guinness is one of the world’s biggest rugby supporters,” said Anna Sablovscaia, Senior Brand Manager,
Guinness. “We wanted a campaign that would celebrate our position as the title partner of the Guinness Six
Nations 2020, but also help fans and flirts experience and enjoy the tournament wherever they are. With its ability
to serve specific messaging to the right people, at the right time and in the right location, Out of Home had to be
on the media plan.”
Scott Molloy, Account Manager in Source out of home commented; “Dynamic content and scheduling is a
great method for brands to build sponsorship association. By developing engaging and in the moment Outdoor
elements to provide more relevant content to fans Guinness can further align itself with the event.”
Media: Carat - Creative: AMV BBDO & Geometry - OOH Agency: Source out of home
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L-R: : Paul Arthurs (TBWA), Shasha Gan (Carat), Rebecca Trevor (Laya),
Alan Byrne (TBWA) and Niamh Daly (PML)

LAYA HEALTHCARE REIMAGINES OOH
With January a traditionally busy period in the Irish health insurance market, laya healthcare took the
opportunity to launch Ireland’s newest and largest network of health and wellbeing clinics.

Another commuter domination saw the row of Commuter Points located on Pearse Street Station platform
communicating the newly launched clinics and enticing in-market audiences to make the switch.

Laya Health and Wellbeing Clinics mark a new era in healthcare, expanding what health insurance
providers offer for Irish people. A full through the line campaign sees laya healthcare disrupt the media
landscape with OOH dominations on a number of strategically chosen formats.

Planned by Carat and PML, 48 Sheets, Bus Shelters and digital screens in commuter and retail
environments completed the campaign.

With the first clinic located in Cherrywood, a LUAS domination is the perfect format to target audiences
based on location. A centre LUAS wrap, Commuter Cards and Straplines built the domination.

“The launch of our network of clinics is a reflection of our ongoing strategy to be more than a health insurer
to our members and become a real health partner. We’re delighted with the final campaign and how it
reflects our relevance for the Irish public and their health” Rebecca Trevor, Advertising Brand Manager at
laya healthcare.
Media: Carat - Creative: TBWA\Dublin - OOH Agency: PML
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BANK OF IRELAND UNVEILS
NEW BRAND IDENTITY AND
MORTGAGE CAMPAIGN
Bank of Ireland has launched a new brand identity as well as a new campaign promoting its mortgage
offering.
Created by Grey Consulting and Oliver, it is the first campaign to feature the refreshed identity and is a full
through-the-line campaign that includes Outdoor. Called ‘Your Mortgage Should be as Personal as Your
Home’, the campaign depicts a range of homes that reflects the individual personality of the owners.
A combination of classic and digital large formats nationally helped aid the large rebrand launch and
communicate its mortgage offerings to audiences.
Being a visual medium, OOH give audiences the opportunity to get a sense of the new brand identity, its
look and feel and imperative for future brand building metrics.
Media: Carat - Creative: Grey Consulting and Oliver - OOH Agency: PML
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GILLETTE SHOWS ITS BEST SIDE
This month, Gillette is running on high impact signature sites in the capital to show its best side on OOH,
featuring Manchester City forward - and Gillette Global Ambassador - Raheem Sterling.
48 Sheets, Banners and Specials combine for an impressive campaign - these large high impact formats
in key locations and traffic areas aids the visibility of the campaign and engages people as they live, work
and play.
“We believe in the importance of role models in ensuring younger generations have positive versions of
masculinity to aspire to” said Matt Thomas, Gillette Brand Manager for UK & Ireland. “Gillette believes in
the best in men and this campaign and commitment is all about showing that. Men, and boys, who are
Made of What Matters.”
According to TGI 47.5% of males aged 15-34 take great pleasure in looking after their appearance
(Index: 129) while they are a fifth more likely than average to be in the top quintile for exposure to OOH.
Media: Spark Foundry - Creative: Saatchi - OOH Agency: PML
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MEET MEAT FREE WITH DENNY
Consumer demands for plant-based products have increased in the past few years.
In a POS led campaign, Denny is introducing the newest member of the family, meat free sausages.
Made with soya protein, coconut oil and Henry Denny seasoning, the Kerry owned brand is expanding its
range to cater to the rise in popularity of meat free products.
A mix of classic and digital POS formats are used for a retail presence to remind and prompt shoppers and
consumers during that crucial last window of influence prior to purchase.
Adshel and Tesco Live, Adbox and Dunnes Stores Store Points make up the POS targeted campaign.
The data fuelled campaign incorporated Locomizer targeting of grocery shoppers. Hotspots were identified
via analysis of travel patterns of those who spend time in and around category points of interest derived
from geospecific anonymised mobile app data.
Media: Vizeum - Creative: Goosebump - OOH Agency: PML
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Lee Mabey, Integration Strategy Director, Posterscope

G U E S T

A R T I C L E

WHY CONTENT WILL BE KING FOR OUT OF HOME
Out Of Home has always been used and recognised for its brand building capabilities but as technology
has transformed the medium, new ways of using it are emerging. The deployment of full motion digital
screens is opening up OOH’s ability to broadcast content but it’s an opportunity that publishers,
broadcasters and brands are only just waking up to.
The dual effects of a maturing Digital OOH (DOOH) market (reaching 69% of all UK adults every week)
and a national footprint of full motion screens, presents an interesting proposition to brands and publishers
alike. In the battle to win peoples’ attention a content-led approach can be a powerful tool.
Media owners are already demonstrating the opportunity for content in the UK out of home marketplace
with JCDecaux’s long-standing Sky News partnership across the Transvision network and the full motion
Euro News edits across Global’s London Underground Digital 48 portfolio. As more broadcasters and
content owners recognise OOH as an additional channel to reach a national audience, and consumers
grow more accustomed to viewing content out of home, the bigger the opportunity for advertisers to
capitalise too. Brands already making their moves into this space include Land Rover, with its Land Rover
Evoque partnership with The Spoils, tapping into new content creators and creating tailored city guides by
local influencers on DOOH, and Jaguar’s sponsorship of Ocean’s Wimbledon content (including live match
streaming) this year.

The synergy between DOOH and social content highlights why they can successfully work in tandem:
1. Both work without sound – According to Facebook 85% of their videos are watched without sound,
while consumers are used to viewing DOOH without sound.
2. Short form edits – an increasing trend in social content is short form, snackable edits. The maximum
slot for most DOOH is 20” (with a standard of between 5”-10”) allowing for easily transferrable
content.
3. Reach – whilst publishers increasingly rely on consumers to like their pages and share their content to
obtain substantial reach, DOOH is open to all and does not require an algorithm or active consumer
engagement meaning it can reach incremental audiences to social publishers.
As a content distribution and amplification channel of enormous scale, outdoor advertising remains the ideal
adaptive canvas to communicate the objectives of a brand. It is time for marketers to embrace DOOH as a
content channel. If utilised correctly it can create a shared sense of experience and engagement at scale in
the way few other media channels can.

Neuroscience-based research conducted by Ocean Outdoor on Jaguar’s sponsorship of the pre-packaged
and live content from the world-famous tennis event has demonstrated a powerful interplay between
advertising and content in Digital Out of Home environments. Based on the DOOH activity at Westfield
London, the research conclusively found that the screening of the content, alongside bespoke ad creative
– a format not dissimilar to TV advertising – triggered a significant behavioural change in the study’s
participants: eye movement slowed and focused, gaze dwell time increased, cognitive load was reduced
and crucially brand engagement and affinity was boosted.
For brands, it’s not just about partnerships with or the sponsorship of this broadcast content, or advertising
around it. There’s the opportunity to create or broadcast their own branded content, or user generated
content, or content from social media channels, and amplify it on the largest advertising canvas.
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O U T

W I T H . . .

Hannah Todd, Carlsberg Brand Manager, Diageo
Out With is our series that delves into the Outdoor lives of some of the country’s best known media and marketing professionals. This month, we hear from Hannah Todd.
1. Favourite thing to do outdoors
Go for a hike, followed by pints of Guinness and a packet of Tayto in a cosy pub.
2. Favourite place to shop - Shopping Centre/City Centre
I mostly shop online but I do love a plunder through IKEA buying plants I do not need.
3. Favourite location for a weekend walk
Glendalough for the countryside, North Coast, Northern Ireland for the coast.
4. Favourite pub for a cosy drink
The Harbour Bar, Portrush, specifically in the snug beside the fire. If you haven’t been, go!
5. Favourite park to visit
Phoenix Park in the summer is hard to beat.

10. Favourite Irish beach
I adore Keem Bay in Achill Island along with Gurteen Bay in Roundstone, however minus points for the distance from home
so I’ll have to go with White Park Bay in the North Coast as I practically grew up along that coastline in the summer.
11. Favourite location for some inspiration
New York City is a sensory overload, I love seeing what the latest trends are or what brands are doing over there.
12. Favourite mode of transport
Plane = Holidays!
13. All-time favourite OOH Campaign
Well… *plug* Carlsberg 0.0 recently created an interactive vending machine OOH on Macken Street to launch our new
alcohol-free Carlsberg. Epic? Probably. Also feeling pretty inspired with the BBC Dracula OOH, very, very clever.

6. Your Hidden Gem
Port Moon on the Causeway Coast, it’s very untouched and has a small bothy you can only access via the sea.
7. Favourite roadtrip to take
The North West Donegal section of Wild Atlantic Way is gorgeous when sunny. Outside of Ireland, the Iceland ring road
is grotesquely beautiful.
8. Favourite OOH site/location and why
It’s nothing specific, but the Luas looks pretty epic when it is wrapped.
9. Favourite sports venue
Tullamore Athletics Stadium – I spent many summers here as a teenager competing in athletics for my school, club and
country. I have many fond memories of winning competitions, packing everything but the kitchen sink to survive the
weekend and thankfully the sun always managed to shine!
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O O H

I

L I K E . . .

HSE HIV - Related Stigma

Rebecca Trevor, Advertising Brand Manager, Laya Healthcare

What do you think of the creative?
The creative is powerful, inclusive and ultimately disruptive. The
diversity in ethnicities and gender mix across executions eludes
to community and demonstrates no one is untouchable – a
common misconception of today’s millennial. The contrast between
photography and refined copy style draws the eye. The capitalisation
of the headline copy suggests a level of seriousness, appropriate
for the message being conveyed, delivering it effectively and leaving
no room for ambiguity. The smaller copy builds on the importance of
effective treatment and communicates the value of being undetectable
- keeping you and your loved one healthy. The creative is not brand
heavy and focusses on education building trust in the viewers. The
HSE are leading the conversation and destigmatising HIV by offering
a solution and a healthier you!
In your view, why does the campaign work on OOH?
OOH is an incredibly powerful channel in today’s environment but in
order to be effective the message must be clear and instantly engage
the viewer. The accumulative approach and variance in imagery keeps
the viewer engaged. The consistent format and message create a
sense of familiarity and delivers on the fact, with effective treatment
you can’t pass on HIV. The brand has used several OOH formats
which work well with the disruptive creative. Luas, in-bus and Bus
Shelters are perfect for landing the message instantly and with the
right audience profile. In three words, this campaign works on OOH
because it’s simple, disruptive and presents value.

Media: Spark Foundry
Creative: TBWA\Dublin
OOH Agency: PML
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JANUARY CYCLES 1 - 2

TOP RECALL

TOP RATED

1.

1.
McDonald’s Wraps - Format: 48 Sheet - Media: Mediaworks
Creative: Leo Burnett - OOH Agency: Source out of home

2.
AIB Mortgages
Format: 48 Sheet
Media: Starcom - Creative: Rothco
OOH Agency: Source out of home

Dunnes Stores - Format: Bus Shelter
Media: Carat - OOH Agency: Source out of home

3.
Dunnes Stores
Format: 48 Sheet
Media: Carat
OOH Agency: Source out of home

2.
Cadbury Creme Egg
Format: Adbox
Media: Carat - Creative: VCCP
OOH Agency: PML

3.
Carlsberg 0.0
Format: 48 Sheet
Media: Carat - Creative: Fold7
OOH Agency: Source out of home
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TOP CATEGORIES

JANUARY CYCLES 1 - 2

€k

€500k

€1,000k

€1,500k

€2,000k

Retail Outlets
QSRs
Finance
Telecoms
Food
Beers & Ciders
Tourism & Travel
Political & Advisory
Soft Drinks
Films
Digital

Large

Small

Transport

Ambient

1 Retail Outlets

€2,161k

6 Beers & Ciders

€1,181k

2 QSRs

€1,679k

7 Tourism & Travel

€1,096k

3 Finance

€1,599k

8 Political & Advisory

€841k

4 Telecoms

€1,470k

9 Soft Drinks

€759k

5 Food

€1,235k

10 Films

€597k

All figures based on display value at rate card.
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TOP CAMPAIGNS

JANUARY CYCLES 1 - 2

€k

€200k

€400k

€600k

€800k

€1,000k

Aldi
Dunnes Stores
Carlsberg 0.0
Candy Crush Friends Saga
Ulster Bank - Mortgages
Sky Broadband
Just Eat
Irish Life Health
Vodafone Broadband
Aer Lingus
FREE NOW
Electric Ireland
Lucozade Zero
Dept. of Foreign Affairs
McDonald's Wraps
Digital

All figures based on display value at rate card.

Large

Small

Transport

Ambient

1 Aldi

€616k

9 Vodafone Broadband

2 Dunnes Stores

€566k

10 Aer Lingus

€283k

3 Carlsberg 0.0

€535k

11 FREE NOW

€260k

4 Candy Crush Friends Saga

€469k

12 Electric Ireland

€252k

5 Ulster Bank - Mortgages

€403k

13 Lucozade Zero

€251k

6 Sky Broadband

€374k

14 Dept. of Foreign Affairs

€236k

7 Just Eat

€325k

15 McDonald’s Wraps

€218k

8 Irish Life Health

€310k

€300k
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COMPETITION
Friends! The Musical Parody
Thursday 14th May 2020 @ 7:30pm, Bord Gáis Energy Theatre
Friends! The Musical Parody celebrates and pokes fun at the wacky misadventures of the group of
20-something pals we love from the hit TV show as they navigate the pitfalls of work, life, and love
in 1990’s Manhattan.
Ross, Chandler, Monica, Phoebe, Joey and Rachel, haven’t gone anywhere and are singing and
dancing their way back into our hearts in Friends! The Musical Parody the first UK and Irish tour of
the hilarious off-Broadway and Las Vegas hit musical that lovingly lampoons the popular TV sitcom.
You’ll laugh! You’ll cry! You’ll Unagi!
It’s a typical day at New York’s only coffee shop, Central Perk, until an unexpected runaway bride
enters the picture and kicks the whole gang out of second gear!
With friends like these, who needs television? PIVOT!
For a chance to win a pair of tickets tell us:

What was the friend’s infamous coffee shop called?
Central Park

Central Perk

Grand Central

Send your answers to competitions@pmlgroup.ie

Last Month’s Winner:
Congratulations to Carl Flynn from Dentsu Aegis Network who won two tickets to Jarlath Regan.
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EVENT GUIDE

ST. PATRICK’S FESTIVAL

FEBRUARY
29th

Gavin James

3Arena

MARCH
3rd

An Evening With Whitney

Bord Gáis Energy Theatre

5th

Uefa Euro2021 Qualifier - Ireland Women V Greece Women

Tallaght Stadium

5th

Keith Barry - Insanity

Olympia Theatre

Choice Music Prize

Vicar Street

6th

Jarlath Regan Notions Eleven

Vicar Street

7th

Guinness Six Nations: Ireland V Italy

Aviva Stadium

Lewis Capaldi

3Arena

William Shatner Live on Stage

Bord Gáis Energy Theatre

Cheltenham 2020

Cheltenham, UK

Rhod Gilbert

Olympia Theatre

St Patrick’s Festival

Dublin

14th

Guinness Six Nations: Ireland V France

Stade de France, Paris

15th

The David McWilliams Podcast

Olympia Theatre

3rd -5th

16th

Aslan

Olympia Theatre

4th

17th

St Patrick’s Day

18th

Andy Irvine & Paul Brady Live

Vicar Street

27th

Guinness Pro14 - Munster V Benetton Rugby

Irish Independent Park - Cork

28th

Enya Martin - Would Ya Be Able?

Irish Independent Park - Cork

Peppa Pig’s Best Day Ever

Olympia Theatre

5th - 7th

8th - 9th
10th
10th - 13th
12th
13th - 17th

28th - 29th

APRIL
OFFSET 2020

Bord Gáis Energy Theatre

Heineken Champions Cup - Leinster Rugby V Saracens

Aviva Stadium

Deirdre O’Kane’s Live From Dublin

Olympia Theatre

13th

John Gibbons

Olympia Theatre

26th

Sing-a-Long-a The Greatest Showman

Olympia Theatre

8th - 11th

